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ABSTRACT

In recent years the popularity of music and rhythm-based games
has experienced tremendous growth. However, almost all of these
games require custom hardware to be used as input devices, and
these devices control only one or two similar instruments. In this
paper we describe One Man Band, a prototype video game for mu-
sical expression that uses novel 3D spatial interaction techniques
using accelerometer-based motion controllers. One Man Band pro-
vides users with 3D gestural interfaces to control both the timing
and sound of the music played, with both single and collaborative
player modes. We further investigate the ability to detect different
musical gestures without explicit selection of mode, giving the user
the ability to seamlessly transition between instrument types with a
single input device.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recently in the gaming industry there has been growing interest
in music and rhythm games. Franchises such as Guitar Hero and
Rock Band have sold over a million units, with newly released ti-
tles continuing to generate significant interest. These games offer
the ability to simulate playing music by using custom input devices
designed to emulate the instrument being played. Although it has
been shown that such props can lead to a more immersive expe-
rience [6], these input devices represent an additional investment
required of the player. Furthermore while these games may give
the player the feeling of actually playing an instrument, there is al-
most no opportunity for individual musical expression. Instead, the
user is relegated to using the input device to trigger a predefined
sequence of notes. Thus, most games of the genre are more about
matching rhythms than actually creating music.

We posit that it is possible to create a music game that gives play-
ers creative control over the music generated, and only requires a
standard game controller to be used as an input device. To explore
this idea we have created One Man Band, a prototype video game
that uses 3D gestural interfaces to simulate a number of different
musical instruments. Our prototype uses Nintendo Wii controllers,
that utilize accelerometers, to identify gestures made by the play-
ers and translate them into musical notes or sounds. An important
design goal in One Man Band was to enable musical novices to
collaborate and create pleasing compositions.
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Figure 1: Four people playing guided mode.

2 RELATED WORK

Interactive music games have been developed and studied by both
the academic community and the entertainment industry. Guitar
Hero [1] and Rock Band [2] are just two recent examples of music-
based games that have experienced tremendous success. For an ex-
cellent discussion of additional games and interfaces in this space
see [4]. Although each of these games provide some collaborative
and creative abilities, our work also gives the player a simple and
powerful gestural interface for many instruments using only a sin-
gle input device. Wii Music [3] is a recent title that focuses on
using a simple interface to allow musical expression. This software
uses an accelerometer-equipped input device to recognize musical
gestures. However, Wii Music is limited with respect to melodic
expression. Our work also uses simple gestures to implement mu-
sical interfaces, but additionally gives users creative control over
exactly what melodies and rhythms they want to play.

3 IMPLEMENTATION

One Man Band uses a standard game controller in the form of a
Nintendo Wii remote and nunchuk, a common accessory for the
Wii remote. The Wii remote contain a three-axis digital accelerom-
eter, an infrared camera, a directional pad, and a number of buttons.
The nunchuk, which plugs into the Wii remote, contains the same
accelerometer as well as a thumbstick and two buttons.

Our prototype provides six primary single-instrument gestural
interfaces: drums, guitar, violin, bass, trombone, and theremin.
These interfaces allow players to produce sounds by mimicking
the way each instrument is played. The interfaces are designed to
give the user an intuitive feel for how each instrument type should
be used. This scheme allows for an interface that is easy, realis-
tic, powerful, and expressive. We carefully chose the notes and
sounds of the instruments so players can effortlessly play and com-
bine sounds together in a way that is both musical and pleasing to
the ear.

3.1 Gameplay
One Man Band provides two primary gameplay modes, a guided
mode and a freeplay mode. In both guided mode and freeplay mode
a metronome is used to help players keep time. The metronome can
be configured by changing the time signature or tempo. In guided
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Figure 2: Accelerometer data for four drum and guitar gestures.

mode (Figure 1) we provide several songs of varying difficulty for
players to choose from. The metronome is used to provide visual
feedback in the form of scrolling lines representing beats in the
song. Suggestions as to what might be played take the form of
symbols that scroll on the prescribed beat. These icons give players
a guide to playing the song, like sheet music; however, players are
free to improvise as much as they would like and any melodies
played will be heard regardless of what notes are suggested.

Freeplay mode allows up to four players to improvise using
the provided musical interfaces. Visual cues can often aid in-
experienced musicians in understanding what they and others are
playing [5], so we provide players with a three-dimensional scene
containing notes and geometric shapes representing the tones and
rhythms played. When a player creates a note an object is added
to the world and that object travels through the three-dimensional
space. Each instrument has its own object type and each type has
its own unique patterns of motion determined by the speed of the
metronome. These objects help players to choose notes that inter-
act with the other players’ visual output. Each player is also given
the ability to create repeated patterns of notes. Any sound the user
plays may optionally be recorded and looped at an interval chosen
by the user. This interval can be as small as a single measure, or
arbitrarily large. Once the user has recorded one or more notes she
can choose to quantize the recorded notes to the nearest beat or any
subdivision of beats. We have found this ability to be particularly
suited to novices who may have trouble playing accurate rhythms.

3.2 MIMI: Multi-Instrument Musical Interface

All of the previously mentioned gestural interfaces are chosen
through explicit selection. A user plays one instrument at a time,
although this instrument may be changed during play. However the
gestures chosen are sufficiently different to suggest they may be
able to be recognized without explicit mode selection.

We first tried to distinguish between only two gestures: a drum-
ming motion, and a guitar strumming motion. These gestures are
very similar except for the axis of motion. Keeping track of the
last known orientation is simple, but requires the user to pause in
the correct orientation since orientation can only be precisely de-
termined when an accelerometer-based input device is stationary.
This prevents the user from moving fluidly from one instrument to
another. Instead we needed to develop a method of tracking both
approximate orientation and motion concurrently.

Our classification function is implemented by passing ac-
celerometer data through a series of mathematical functions. The
magnitude of acceleration is not important to the classifier, as we
are only trying to track the dominant axis of motion, so we first

remove the dramatic peaks in the stream of accelerometer data by
normalizing each accelerometer vector (Figure 2) such that:

�anorm =
�a

‖�a ‖ . (1)

Once the data is normalized we pass it through an exponential
smoothing function

�acurrent = α�ai +(1−α)�ai−1, (2)

using an α of 0.1 to remove jitter as in [7]. By using a second
smoothing function with an α of 0.5 and carefully choosing which
function to use, we are able to detect short, sharp movements, like
a violin gesture.

To support a fourth instrument we leverage the fact that the
thumbstick on the nunchuk is used when playing bass. We over-
load the guitar strumming gesture such that when the thumbstick is
pressed it is interpreted as a bass; otherwise it is a guitar. Finally,
we implement a fifth instrument type by banging the Wii remote
and nunchuk together.

4 CONCLUSION

We have presented One Man Band, a prototype video game that
uses 3D gestural interaction for simulating different musical in-
struments. Each gestural interface closely mimics a specific instru-
ment in function and in sound, with gesture recognition performed
using heuristic-based classification on Wii remote accelerometer
data. We have also described a multi-instrument musical interface
(MIMI) that operates without explicit mode selection that uses a
combination of acceleration normalization and exponential smooth-
ing to determine which instrument is played.

Although we have managed to differentiate between five instru-
ments using a single device, we plan to investigate whether even
more gestures can be added to the MIMI instrument. More accu-
rate recognition might be possible by selecting different or addi-
tional heuristics, or more formal gesture classification techniques.
A comparison between our method and current classification tech-
niques with respect to accuracy may also be enlightening.

We believe that One Man Band shows that an array of peripherals
is not required to provide a satisfying musical experience. Instead
a simple input device can be used effectively to give the player the
ability to create musical compositions. These compositions can be
complex while still providing a simple interface to the user. We
propose that such interfaces might be adopted in future interactive
music applications to give users simple but powerful methods to
express themselves musically.
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